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United for Peaceful Exploration of Deep Space
Gateway
Humanity's first space station around the Moon
First Human Meniscus Construct Bio-Printed In Space!

UAE Astronaut among those helping conduct the experiment

In-space 3D bioprinted human meniscus material

Very happy Redwire Senior Scientist Dr. Aaron Rogers
3D Bio-Printed Cardiac Tissue

NASA Astronaut Jeanette Epps with Redwire 3D BioFabrication Facility aboard the ISS

Redwire Senior Scientist Dr. Aaron Rogers opening a tissue cassette at the Kennedy Space Center following its return to Earth aboard SpaceX mission CRS-30

Redwire 3D BioFabrication Facility aboard the ISS
Commercial Lunar Developments

Mason (Tipping Point Award)
Cost-effective method for building landing pads

SpectraCAM
Image of Moon from IM-1

Redwire provided multiple SpectraCam cameras for Terrain Relative Navigation, Hazard Detection & Avoidance
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